**INDUSTRIAL DESIGN 2018-2019**

**Pre-professional**

**Sophomore**

**Fall**

- InDes 230R Soph. Studio (3)
- InDes 231 Presentation Methods 1 (2)
- TES 200 Woods (F; every even year, S; odd year) (3)
- InDes 210 Intermediate Computer Apps (3)

**Winter**

- InDes 230R Soph. Studio (3)
- InDes 233 Presentation Methods 2 (2)
- InDes 214R Tools, Materials, & Processes (2)
- **Letters** (3)

- **Art History courses also available but do not fulfill CIV I or CIV II credit:**
  - DESGD 349 - History of Graphic Design
  - DESIL 355 – Hist of Amer. Illustration 1
  - DESIL 356 – Hist of Amer. Illustration 2
  - DESPH 379 - History of Photography
  - SFL 329 – Hist of Interior Design & Arch 2

**Junior**

**Fall**

- InDes 330R Junior Studio (3)
- InDes 339 History of Products (3)
- InDes 388 Professional Practices (2)
- InDes Technical Elective (3)

**Winter**

- InDes 330R Junior Studio (3)
- InDes 340 Graphic Design (F.W.) (3)
- InDes Technical Elective (3)

**Senior**

**Fall**

- InDes 430R Thesis Studio (4)
- InDes Technical Elective (3)

**Winter**

- InDes 430R Thesis Studio (4)
- Minor/ Elective (3)

**Total Credit Hours: 120**

Optional InDes courses:
- InDes 338 (.5) – Field Trip

---

**Major Classes**

- Pre-requisite Required
- *Fulfills Global and Cultural Awareness and Social Science GE*
- **If you take IHum 202 it will fulfill Civ II and Letters**

---

**InDes Technical Elective Pre-Approved List**

- InDes 341- User Experience
- InDes 388 – Hist of Products
- InDes 399R – Internship (3 credits)
- MFG 479 – Innovation & Entrepreneurship
- TES 251 – Video Prod. & Nonlinear Editing
- TES 400 – Furniture Design
- SFL 287 – Intermediate Clothing Construction
- SFL 382 – Textiles
- SFL 487 – Adv. Clothing: Construction
- ARTHC 301-382 (prereq ARTHC 201 & 202)

You are not limited to the approved courses listed above; a range of courses across campus that directly support your design degree can qualify for this requirement.

Other courses must be approved by the program coordinator.